NOTES:

- CPT PTTN-1 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-1
- CAFE FLOORING TO BE EVEN MIX OF L.V.T.-1
- CARPET TO CARPET TRANSITION, TYP. ALL OPEN OFFICE AREAS
- EVEN MIX OF ALL L.V.T.-1A
- EVEN MIX OF ALL CPT-3
- Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Observe 81760
- Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Mystery 8154
- Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Duplicity 81506
- Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Mystic Grey 81515
- Karndean/Knight Tile/KP32 Sycamore
- Karndean/Knight Tile/KP35 Cedar
- Karndean/Knight Tile/KP37 Elm
- Karndean/Knight Tile/KP70 Bray Oak
- Karndean/Knight Tile/KP93 Native Koa

MOUNT HALL
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Interior finishes, flooring
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MOUNT HALL

interior finishes, flooring

NOTES:

CPT PTTN-1 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-3
CAFE FLOORING TO BE EVEN MIX OF L.V.T.-1

Shaw Color Form 5T112/Observe 81760
Shaw Color Form 5T112/Mystery 8124
Shaw Color Form 5T112/Pepper 8126
Shaw Color Form 5T112/Magic Shop 8129

CPT-1
CPT-3A
CPT-3B
CPT-3C
CPT-4
L.V.T.-1D

Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Mystic Grey 81514
Shaw/Color Form 5T112/Aura 81855
Karndean/Knight Tile/KP 70 Bray Oak
MOUNT HALL
Columbus, Ohio

NOTES:
CPT PTTN-1 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-1
CPT-1 TO BE EVEN MIX OF L.V.T.-1
CPT PTTN-2 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-3A, CPT-3B, CPT-3C
CPT PTTN-3 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-3A, CPT-3B, CPT-3C
CPT PTTN-4 TO BE EVEN MIX OF CPT-3A, CPT-3B, CPT-3C

Legend:
- CPT-1
- CPT PTTN-1
- L.V.T.-1
- CPT PTTN-2

Interior finishes, flooring
02.25.2016
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NOTES:
ALL WALLS NOT NOTED TO BE PAINTED PT-1
ALL EXPOSED CEILINGS TO BE PAINTED PT-3

PT-1
Sherwin Williams/Alabaster SW7008

PT-2
Sherwin Williams/Gray Matters SW7066

PT-4
Koroseal/Scuffmaster to match PT-1

W.C.-1
Koroseal/EZ-RITE/White

W.C.-2
Koroseal/EZ-RITE/White

NOTES:
PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT WALL
PT-3 PAINTED ACCENT WALL
PT-4 PAINTED ACCENT WALL/SOFFIT

PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT SOFFIT
PT-2 PAINTED ACCENT WALL
PT-4 PAINTED ACCENT WALL/SOFFIT

PT-6 PAINTED ACCENT WALL/SOFFIT

PT-11/W.C.-2 MARKERBOARD WALL, SEE INTERIOR ELEVATION

PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-1 PAINTED ACCENT WALL

LEGEND

level one
interior finishes, paint
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NOTES:
ALL WALLS NOT NOTED TO BE PAINTED PT-1
ALL EXPOSED CEILINGS TO BE PAINTED PT-3

LEGEND

PF-1
Sherwin Williams/Alabaster SW7008

PF-2
Sherwin Williams/Gray Matters SW7066

PF-4
Sherwin Williams/Real Red SW6868

PF-6
Koroseal/Scuffmaster to match PT-1

PF-7
Koroseal/Scuffmaster/White

PF-11
W.C.-2

WD SLATS

NOTES:
Sherwin Williams/Verandal SW7613

WD SLATS

NOTES:
All ceilings to be painted PT-3

WM SLATS

NOTES:
Wood Slat Ceiling

INTERIOR FINISHES, PAINT

PT-1
PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-2
PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-4
PAINTED ACCENT WALL

PT-7
PAINTED ACCENT CEILING

PT-11
MARKERBOARD WALL, SEE INTERIOR ELEVATION

NOTES:

WD SLATS